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A new spectrofluorimetry named electric field resolved fluorimetry was 
present in this dissertation. This dissertation consists of six parts: preface, chapter 
one, chapter two, chapter three and chapter four, finally the conclusions& 
prospects. 
In preface, the development of combination of spectroscopy and electric 
methods were summarized. It focused on spectroelectrochemistry, 
photoelectrochemistry, electric generated chemiluminescence and surface 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy. Meanwhile the applications for electric methods 
in fluorimetry were reviewed simply, such as effects of extra electric field on 
molecular spectroscopy, electrolyzed fluorimetry, spectrofluoroelectrochemistry. 
It has been found that the combination between electric methods and 
spectroscopy could offer the information about chemical change and molecular 
structure by two approaches and bring advantages to establish a new analytical 
method. Based on that the research ideas were put forwarded. 
In chapter one, the method and principle were described. Principles of 
differentiation, perfected fluorescent kinetic curves in the system of two 
components, possible mechanism of effect of electric field on fluorophores, 
apparatus, experimental conditions were involved. 
In chapter two, under direct current electric field the fluorescent kinetic 
process of different fluorescent substances (rhodamine and its derivatives, 
six-ring nitrogen compound, azo-dye) were studied. Experiments showed that in 















provided a base for the establishment of the method. 
In chapter three, various factors influencing the kinetic process of 
fluorophores were investigated in details, such as irradiation of incident light, 
concentration of fluorophores, supporting electrolytes, solvents, agitation, and 
surfactants, etc. Meanwhile the mechanism was discussed. Based on the 
difference of the kinetic processes of different fluorophores, it is feasible to 
establish electric field resolved fluorimetry to determine several fluorophores 
which have the overlapped fluorescent spectrums but different electrochemical 
behaviors at the same system without separation. 
In chapter four, the behavior of fluorescein sodium was specially studied. 
The enhanced fluorescence intensity and red shift in both absorption and 
fluorescence spectrum in the supporting electrolytes under the direct current 
electric field were observed. The reasonable explanations of the phenomena were 
proposed at this chapter. 
Finally, the innovation, feasibility and superiority of the new fluorimetry 
were described. On the basis of the summarization of the research results, the 
prospect of the future research was given.  
 
 




















































































































































































































































（a）光催化反应                       （b）光化学电池 








































































电 化 学 发 光 （ Electro-chemiluminescence ） 又 称 电 致 化 学 发 光





（１）A →  A+. + e-. 
（２）A + e
-
 →  A-. 
（３）A
+.
  + A
-.→  2A*  或 A+. + R → A* + O 
               A
-.
 + O → A* + R 
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